We report on the discovery and analysis of bursts from nine new repeating fast radio burst (FRB) sources found using the Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME) telescope. These sources span a dispersion measure (DM) range of 195 to 1380 pc cm −3 . We detect two bursts from three of the new sources, three bursts from four of the new sources, four bursts from one new source, and five bursts from one new source. We determine sky coordinates of all sources with uncertainties of Corresponding author: E. Fonseca efonseca@physics.mcgill.ca arXiv:2001.03595v2 [astro-ph.HE] 2 Feb 2020
INTRODUCTION
FRBs are an enigmatic class of radio transients that exhibit millisecond durations, cosmological distances and large energy output (∼ 10 40 erg; Dolag et al. 2015) . Such extreme characteristics have resulted in a diverse and evolving landscape of physical models that differ in progenitor and emissionmechanism types, with possible interpretations ranging from compact objects to cosmic strings (for a living summary of proposed models 1 , see Platts et al. 2018 ).
Among the most intriguing FRB sources are those that emit multiple bursts, as first seen in FRB 121102 Scholz et al. 2016) . Repeating sources necessitate non-cataclysmic models. Recently proposed models typically include young, highly magnetised neutron stars that likely interact with their environments, such as supernova remnants (e.g. Lyubarsky 2014; Murase et al. 2016; Beloborodov 2017; Metzger et al. 2019) or massive black holes (e.g. Zhang 2018a), or bursting due to internal magnetar instabilities affecting the magnetosphere (e.g. Lyutikov 2019) . No model yet fully explains all existing, albeit limited, observational data. Therefore, discoveries of new repeating FRBs are important to constrain available models.
Interferometric follow-up observations of bursts can be performed to obtain precise sub-arcsecond positions, which can then be observed with optical telescopes to identify host galaxies and their redshifts. The localization of FRB 121102 through direct imaging of repeat bursts (Chatterjee et al. 2017; Marcote et al. 2017) pinpointed the source to a star-forming region in a dwarf galaxy at redshift z = 0.193 Bassa et al. 2017) , enabling multi-wavelength studies of the source environment (e.g. Scholz et al. 2017) . Recent localizations of single-burst FRBs show that FRBs can also reside in more massive galaxies with a wide range of specific star formation rates (Bannister et al. 2019; Ravi et al. 2019; Marcote et al. 2020) . Additional localizations and subsequent multi-wavelength observations will provide a unique data set of host classifications, redshifts, assessments of source environments and other information.
The CHIME telescope and its FRB search backend (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2018) first detected 13 low-frequency bursts (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2019a), and discovered the second repeating FRB source from this initial sample (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2019b) . CHIME/FRB recently published a detection of FRB 121102 in the CHIME band (Josephy et al. 2019) , as well as eight new repeating sources whose bursts generally show complex morphological features and, as an ensemble, possess larger widths than those of thus far non-repeating FRBs (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2019c, hereafter Paper I) . The latter observation serves as significant evidence of different emission mechanisms between repeating sources and apparent single-burst FRB sources, and/or common environments surrounding repeating sources, though a larger sample of both FRB types will be helpful for verifying this apparent trend. Moreover, the observed Faraday rotation measure (RM) for the CHIME/FRB repeater FRB 180916.J0158+65 (−114.6 ± 0.6 rad m −2 ; Paper I) is considerably smaller than the RM∼ 10 5 rad m −2 measured for FRB 121102 (Michilli et al. 2018) ; moreover, FRB J180916.J0518+65 has no persistent radio counterpart (Marcote et al. 2020 ) while FRB 121102 is coincident with a persistent source (Marcote et al. 2017) . These facts suggest that dramatically different magneto-ionic environments can contain FRB sources.
In this work, we report the discovery and subsequent analyses of bursts emitted from nine new repeating FRB sources. In Section 2, we highlight the observations taken with the CHIME telescope that enabled offline analyses of total-intensity and polarization spectra. In Section 3, we describe the analysis used for quantifying per-burst and sample properties. In Section 4, we discuss the results obtained from analyses of burst morphology, sample properties, baseband data and multi-wavelength counterparts. In Section 5, we summarise our findings.
2. OBSERVATIONS All detections presented here were made during a period of telescope commissioning between 28 August 2018 and 30 September 2019 using the CHIME/FRB system. As described by CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. (2018) , the CHIME/FRB backend continuously receives a total-intensity, polarization-summed time series generated by a FX correlator with 0.98304 ms cadence for 16,384 frequency channels across the 400-800 MHz band. The 128-node FRB system employs real-time radio frequency interference (RFI) mitigation and a modified tree de-dispersion algorithm. Candidate signals with integrated S/N values greater than a configurable threshold are immediately forwarded to a post-detection pipeline 2 for real-time classification to i) identify and ignore RFI-induced signals, ii) check for coincidence with known Galactic sources and iii) compare with predicted Galactic contributions to DM. Signals are classified as extragalactic (i.e., FRBs) if they are not associated with any known Galactic sources, and their measured DMs exceed independent estimates of the maximum values predicted by available Galactic DM models (Cordes & Lazio 2002; Yao et al. 2017 ); we do not account for DM contributions from electronic content in the Galactic halo.
We deemed a group of bursts to originate from the same repeating source if their measured position and DM values lied close to one another, such that the differences in these quantities satisfied the following criteria given estimated uncertainties: ∆DM < 1 pc cm −3 ; ∆R.A.cos(Dec.) < 1 deg.; and ∆Dec. < 1 deg. These thresholds were chosen based on a statistical analysis of chance coincidence in the presence of a large FRB sample; see Appendix A for a discussion of simulations that motivate these bounds for CHIME/FRB, given that ∼700 FRBs have been detected with the CHIME/FRB system during the aforementioned time period. 3 The thresholds used in this work are more stringent than those used in Paper I, with the DM threshold being increased by an order of magnitude.
The CHIME/FRB real-time pipeline automatically records 60-s segments of total-intensity data to disk at the resolution used by the FRB instrument for detection, for all burst events deemed astrophysical and extragalactic. For sufficiently bright signals, the CHIME/FRB system also records buffered telescope baseband data -complex voltages measured with 4-bit precision (each for real and imaginary parts) by all 1,024 dual-polarization feeds at 2.56-µs cadence across 1,024 frequency channels -which allows for offline polarization detection, position verification, and high-time-resolution studies of burst morphology. For this work, we analyzed polarization properties and verified localizations using available baseband data; we deferred morphological studies with baseband data for future study as analysing µs-level structure is beyond the scope of this work.
Since Paper I, we lowered the S/N thresholds for recording intensity and baseband data to disk as confidence in the real-time detection system grew. For repeating sources, total-intensity spectra of bursts presented here are drawn from a wider S/N distribution, going down to a real-time detection S/N of 8 instead of 9. A larger number of bursts were detected with 9 < S/N < 10 than in Paper I due to improved system sensitivity and classification algorithms during the telescope commissioning period. For baseband recording, we used a threshold S/N of 9.
ANALYSIS & RESULTS
We detected nine new repeating FRB sources with the CHIME/FRB instrument, using the criteria described in Section 2. Source properties are summarized in Table 1 , while individual burst properties are listed in Table 2 .
Source localization
Burst localization was carried out following the methods described in Paper I. For all sources, we used a model of the CHIME primary beam and S/N estimates from all beams that detected bursts in order to obtain burst-averaged sky positions using a χ 2 -grid method. While the methods remain identical to those used in Paper I, we have updated our underlying beam model to correct for an effective 0.071 • rotation of the telescope relative to true North (counter clockwise as viewed from the CHIME meridian) that was identified after publication of Paper I. 4 We chose not to correct positions reported in Paper I in this work since their quoted uncertainties make the corrected positions statistically equivalent. Our best estimates of source positions are provided in Table 1 , and graphical depictions of the localization regions are shown in Figure 1 .
We were not able to acquire total-intensity or baseband data for one burst from Source 3, since data acquisition was temporarily disabled around the time of this burst due to commissioning-related upgrades of the CHIME/FRB system. However, since this burst satisfied detection-S/N and classification thresholds for FRB signals, we nonetheless recorded the metadata produced by the realtime detection pipeline. Since these data contain the quantities needed for burst-averaged localization refinement, we used the metadata for this burst in generating χ 2 grids and confidence intervals for the sky localization of Source 3.
Exposure Determination
On-sky exposure (referenced to 600 MHz) across the FWHM region of the total-intensity beams synthesised for the CHIME/FRB system was determined in a manner similar to that used in Paper I. In summary, we estimated the exposure for a grid of sky positions within the 90% confidence uncertainty region for each source (see Figure 1 ). We then calculated the weighted average and Collaboration et al. (2019b) in the current absence of a final naming convention agreed upon by the community. These names therefore are likely to change. The date in the name corresponds to our first detection of the source. For brevity, and for the remainder of the paper, we refer to the repeaters by Source number (Column 1). For sources with non-contiguous error regions in Fig  ure 1 , the name is defined by the central position, except for Sources 3, 8, and 9, for which the 'central' R.A. is not well defined at the minute level. b Positions were determined from per-burst S/N data (see Section 3.1). Sources with position in italics have three or more non-contiguous error regions, with the tabulated position referring to the central region, with 90% confidence uncertainty regions. See Figure 1 for details. Sources 3, 8, and 9 have two non-contiguous uncertainty regions, resulting in two position entries (see Fig. 1 ). c Galactic longitude and latitude for the best position. d Weighted average DM (see Table 2 ). e Maximum model prediction along this line-of-sight for the NE2001 (Cordes & Lazio 2002) and YMW16 (Yao et al. 2017 ) Galactic electron density distribution models. Neither model accounts for DM contributions from the Galactic halo, which is thought to be 50-80 pc cm −3 (Prochaska & Zheng 2019) . f For sources observed twice a day, the second entry corresponds to the less sensitive lower transit. The uncertainties in the total exposure for the upper and lower transits of each source are dominated by the corresponding source declination uncertainties since the widths of the synthesized beams vary significantly with declination (see §3.2). g Fluence completeness limits are given at the 90% confidence level (see §3.4). For sources observed twice a day, the second entry corresponds to the less sensitive lower transit. h One of the three bursts had no intensity data captured; see Table 2. standard deviation for the exposure over all these positions, with the weights equal to the skyposition probability maps shown in Figure 1 . Exposure for each source during the interval from 28 August 2018 to 30 September 2019 is reported in Table 1 and plotted in Appendix B (see Figure 10 ). For high declination sources (δ > +70 • ), which transit across the primary beam of the telescope twice each day, we chose to report the exposure for the lower transit separately since the beam response is different for the two transits.
Determination of Burst Fluence and Peak Flux Density
Dynamic spectra were calibrated and burst fluences and peak fluxes were determined as described in Paper I. In summary, we used transit observations of steady sources with known spectral properties Right Ascension (J2000) Declination (J2000) Figure 1 . Detection positions of the new CHIME/FRB repeating FRB sources, as determined from CHIME/FRB detection beam information through the methods described in §3.1. Each panel is 1 • × 4 • . localization is performed as a χ 2 -minimization. The method is applied to a large population of analogous pulsar events (i.e., pulsars with similar brightness and beam-detection statistics), which we use to translate ∆χ 2 values to empirical confidence intervals depicted by the color scale. The 90% and 99% confidence intervals are indicated as solid and dashed contours; we use the former interval to report the most likely positions. The R.A. of the beam centers for each detection are shown as black ticks on the bottom of each panel. For declination, panels are centered on the beam with the highest S/N detection; we do not add analogous ticks on the vertical axes since each beam's declination is constant in time. Hatched regions represent disfavored areas where, for at least one burst in the sample, the beam model predicts substantial attenuation in formed-beam sensitivity in the portion of the band where emission is observed.
to obtain flux conversion factors as a function of frequency in the vicinity of each burst. These calibration spectra were then applied to the total-intensity burst data to achieve calibrated dynamic spectra in flux units corrected for sensitivity variations across our band due to the telescope primary beam. Fluences were calculated by integrating the extent of each burst in the band-averaged time series (binned at the full 0.98304 ms resolution of total-intensity data) while peak fluxes were taken to be the highest value within the same extent. Due to the narrow-band nature of the bursts in our sample, averaging the signal over the entire bandwidth also averages noise into our fluence and flux values. However, we chose to quote burst fluence and fluxes from a the same frequency range for consistency. If there were multiple sub-bursts in a given burst, then peak flux and fluence values were obtained for each component. To simplify these calculations, we assumed that all bursts were detected along the meridian of the primary beam so that our fluences and fluxes represent lower bounds. Uncertainties were estimated by taking into account beam and time variations in system sensitivity using steady calibrator sources as in Paper I.
For all sources except Source 4, we used steady sources within 5 • of declination for calibration. Since there are no calibration sources within 5 • in declination from Source 4, we assumed that our beam is North-South symmetric and used a source within 1 • of declination on the opposite side of zenith.
Fluence Completeness Determination
We determined fluence completeness, the per-source threshold fluence for which all bursts above it are expected to be detected by the CHIME/FRB instrument, in a manner similar to that used in Paper I, with some minor modifications to how sensitivity variation is characterised.
Previously, for circumpolar sources observed twice a day, fluence thresholds were simulated for the transit where bursts were detected, then calibrators with similar declination were used to get a bandaveraged sensitivity scaling for the transit without detections. We caution that the per-frequency scaling between transits is highly structured, so the observed attenuation for a given source will depend strongly on its spectrum. In this work, we extended the simulations to cover both transits, using our beam model to compute relative sensitivities. This approach included a description of the synthesised beams in addition to the degradation in the primary beam sensitivity, which is significant for sources that pass between synthesised beams in one transit while crossing beam centers in the other transit.
In order to characterise the inter-day sensitivity variation of the CHIME/FRB system, we used the method described in Josephy et al. (2019) . The method involves estimating the daily variation in RMS noise at the location of each source by analysing distributions of S/N values of pulsars within 5 • of the source declination. However, observations with the CHIME/FRB system through 2019 June suggest that small variations in RMS noise can have a significant effect on the FRB detection rate. Since these variations cannot be adequately characterised by the small number of pulsars detectable in a 5 • declination range, we used pulsars which are robustly detected by the CHIME/FRB system within its entire observable declination range (with Dec. > −11 • ) in this work. The estimate of the daily variation in RMS noise is obtained by averaging measurements from pulsars detected on each sidereal day for which the telescope was operating with the same gain calibration. This approach is in contrast to the method used in Josephy et al. (2019) , which combined measurements from pulsars detected on the same UTC day. Our modification makes the measurement of the relative RMS noise more sensitive to changes in system sensitivity due to varying gain-calibration strategies. Typical daily variations are at the 20% level.
Characterisation of Burst Morphology
Many bursts from repeating FRB sources exhibit complex morphology, comprised of multiple subbursts that usually drift down in frequency as time progresses (e.g., Hessels et al. 2019) . Finding the optimal DM necessitates methods beyond the typically employed S/N-optimisation, and here we used the same method as in Paper I -maximising burst structure by calculating the phase coherence of emission in all frequency channels with the DM phase package 5 (Seymour et al. in prep.) over a range of trial DMs. The sub-burst alignment after dedispersion was verified by eye and Figures 2 and 3 show dynamic spectra for all bursts, dedispersed to the best estimate of that burst's DM, as listed in Table 2 .
We used the same modeling procedure discussed in Paper I for estimating widths, arrival times and scattering timescales from our calibrated total-intensity dynamic spectra, which we summarize here. In all fits, we preserved the raw time and frequency resolution of the CHIME/FRB totalintensity data and fitted two-dimensional models of Gaussian temporal profiles and either Gaussian or weighted power-law spectral shapes. For bursts with simple morphology i.e., with no significant multiple components), we fitted a single-burst spectrum and allowed the DM to float freely during each fit in order to determine robust uncertainties for all other burst-specific parameters. In these cases, the DMs estimated from direct modeling of the dynamic spectra were statistically consistent with the values estimated from the structure-optimisation algorithm shown in Table 2 . For bursts with spectro-temporal structure typical of repeating sources, we fitted several components and held the DM fixed to the structure-optimisation value in Table 2 in order to ensure separation of sub-burst components and the determination of robust width estimates.
For all bursts, we also fitted single-tail scattering profiles to dynamic spectra that arise from frequency-dependent, multi-path propagation of the signal through small-scale electron density inhomogeneities in the ISM. We fitted for scattering by applying a temporal pulse broadening function (e.g. McKinnon 2014) and assuming that the scattering timescales depends on frequency as f −4 . As done in previous works, we selected the superior model for each burst -one that explicitly fits for the scattering timescale or one that does not fit for scattering effects -based on the best-fit χ 2 statistic (see CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2019a, and Paper I). Using this model selection procedure, we consider all widths reported in Table 2 to approximate the intrinsic burst widths. Significant estimates of the scattering timescale are presented with uncertainties in Table 2 ; for non-detections of scattering timescales and widths, which we defined to be consistent with 0 ms at 3σ confidence, we present upper limits of the 2σ confidence interval. As noted in Paper I, repeater morphology likely introduces bias into fits of scattering timescales due to faint, extended emission being detected as part of a scattering tail; we therefore urge caution when interpreting scattering timescales shown in Table 2 .
As in Paper I, we determined burst drift rates using an autocorrelation analysis and present results for bursts where the drift rate is constrained in Table 2 . We calculated each linear drift rate by fitting a two-dimensional Gaussian profile to the two-dimensional auto-correlation. We used a Monte Carlo method to obtain robust confidence intervals, de-dispersing our bursts to 100 DM values drawn from the DM uncertainty distribution and fitting a linear drift rate for each of 100 random noise realisations per DM value. We found five bursts with significant drift rates (see Table 2 ).
Baseband Detections
The CHIME/FRB baseband system (see CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2018) was triggered for one burst each from Sources 2, 4, 5, and 6. We used the baseband data for these events to verify the localization regions obtained from the per-beam S/N analysis described in Section 3.1; the results and details of future position refinement with baseband data will be presented elsewhere (Michilli et al., in prep. ∼ 6.7 S/N arcmin (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2018). Visual inspection of the baseband dynamic spectra confirmed successful capture of all four bursts by the baseband system. All baseband events were incoherently dedispersed to the S/N-optimising DM after coherently dedispersing each of the 1,024 baseband channels to a nearby fiducial value, in order to mitigate intra-channel smearing.
All four baseband events were manually processed through a polarization analysis pipeline. The pipeline, described in an upcoming paper (Mckinven et al., in prep.) , searches for an RM detection using the RM-tools package 6 that implements two independent methods: RM-synthesis (Burn 1966; Brentjens & de Bruyn 2005) and Stokes QU-fitting (O'Sullivan et al. 2012) . Using these algorithms, we detected moderate RM values for Sources 2 and 6. Table 3 summarises the main polarization products for sources with an RM detection. RMs derived from RM-synthesis (RM FDF ) and Stokes QU-fitting (RM QUfit ) are reported, and show small but significant differences. RM FDF is determined from the peak of the Faraday dispersion function (FDF), while RM QUfit is calculated from a parametric fit under a thin-screen model of Faraday rotation. . For Source 6, the linear polarized burst profile is a lower limit while the the circular polarization profile has been omitted to avoid misleading conclusions drawn from data that has yet to be robustly corrected for instrumental leakage. See discussion in Section 4.2 for more details.
Uncertainties in RM FDF were determined in a manner consistent with previous analysis of a different burst presented in Paper I, while those for RM QUfit were determined from its marginal probability density output by the Nested Sampling routine. The differences in estimates of RM FDF and RM QUfit are a more valid measure of the systematic RM measurement uncertainty than each method's formal measurement error. The discrepant RMs are also a reflection of small differences in the measurement procedure of the two methods. In particular, the Stokes Q,U fitting of RM-tools implements a Nested Sampling algorithm (Skilling 2004) to find the best-fitting parameters. This method allows the partially degenerate parameters, RM and the de-rotated polarization angle (χ 0 ), to be simultaneously fit.
Figures 5 and 6 summarise the general properties of the polarized signal for Sources 2 and 6, respectively: dynamic spectra for Stokes I, Q, U and V parameters where data have been downsampled to ∼1.56-MHz and ∼0.33-ms resolution; FDFs that are cleaned of instrumental response introduced by limited bandwidth coverage (Heald 2009 ); and Stokes Q,U spectra normalised by the total linear polarization at each frequency.
We note that mixing of polarized signal between different Stokes parameters was not corrected for and appears to affect sources to varying degrees. In particular, Source 6 (see Fig. 6 ) displays significant leakage of signal of Stokes U into Stokes V, as evidenced by a λ 2 modulation consistent with Faraday rotation. This leakage makes the uncorrected linear polarized fraction (L/I, with L = Q 2 + U 2 ) for Source 6 a lower bound, which we estimate to be L/I ≥ 0.2, and the circular polarized component highly uncertain. Leakage appears to be subdominant for Source 2, as its polarized fraction is consistent with unity. Corrections of these instrumental effects are a work in progress and, although important for accurate linear and circular polarized fractions, should not substantially change the RM values reported here. ) and 171019 (Kumar et al. 2019; Patel & the CHIME/FRB Collaboration 2019) discovered using other observatories. Besides offering opportunities for interferometric localization and multi-wavelength follow up (e.g., Marcote et al. 2020 ), this number is large enough to enable studies of distributions of some source properties, although caution is needed as the CHIME/FRB pipeline has detection biases that remain to be quantified.
Burst DMs and Morphologies
We compared the distribution of DMs of the 18 CHIME/FRB repeaters with that of the 12 published thus far non-repeating sources found by CHIME/FRB, and found no statistically significant difference using either a Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Anderson-Darling test. Both distributions are subject to similar (though not necessarily identical) detection biases. This fact is suggestive that both their distribution in space and their associated local environments do not differ strongly, unless the differences cancel one another, which seems unlikely. Further comparison with additional CHIME/FRB sources that have not yet repeated (currently under analysis) will also be of interest.
Paper I noted a statistically significant difference in repeater and thus far non-repeater burst widths. We repeated this analysis for this work with the new nine repeating sources included, using the 2σ confidence upper limits where there are no significant measurements of the pulse width. As discussed in Section 3.5, two best-fit models were obtained for each burst in the CHIME/FRB sample -one that directly models the effect of scattering and another that ignores scattering -and the model that yielded a better goodness of fit statistic was chosen as the superior model. Therefore, all widths were obtained in a similar manner and likely reflect the intrinsic burst widths when accounting for effects from scattering and multiple burst components that is typical in repeating-FRB activity.
Additionally, we included in the comparison only bursts with a detection S/N > 10, which was the threshold for saving intensity data to disk at the time of detection of the non-repeating sources we considered. This criterion ensures that the two samples have an identical selection function, but omits Source 3 from this analysis since all bursts from that source had S/N < 10. We compare temporal widths of different Gaussian components of the bursts, including several measurements for any burst with multiple components in the samples used for the comparison. These width distributions are shown in Figure 7 . Using both the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Anderson-Darling tests, we found that the two samples are not drawn from the same distribution with ∼ 5σ and ∼ 4σ significance, respectively. When combining width measurements of different bursts (or their components) from each repeating source using inverse-variance weighting, in order to perform this comparison strictly between FRB sources, we also found that the difference persists and supports the notion of possibly different emission mechanisms between repeating and thus far non-repeating FRBs. Alternatively, significant variation in pulse widths could also be caused by differences in the properties of the circumburst media between repeating and thus far non-repeating FRBs. However, this is a less likely possibility considering that the two DM distributions do not have any statistically significant differences. As a population, the thus far non-repeaters reported in CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. (2019a) show significant scattering, with half having scattering times of > ∼ 1 ms at 600 MHz. By contrast, only six of the eighteen published CHIME/FRB repeating sources have statistically significant scattering measurements in the 400-800 MHz band whereas the remaining twelve sources have reported upper limits (Josephy et al. 2019 , CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2019b, Paper I). However, as we described in Section 3.5 and in Paper I, the complex morphology of repeating FRB sources makes their accuracy less transparent. We nonetheless use scattering estimates for CHIME/FRB repeating FRBs at face value in the following statistical analysis. Here we assumed that the scattering properties of the intervening medium do not change over the period of several months between detection and used the strictest constraint on scattering time listed in Table 2 as the measured value for each source. However, several of the reported upper limits are much larger than the measured scattering times for the thus far non-repeaters. This is expected given the above-mentioned width disparity which makes it harder to detect scattering at the ∼1-ms level in the repeating bursts. The lack of measured scattering timescales for several of the repeating sources makes it difficult to directly compare their scattering properties with those of the thus far non-repeaters. Instead, we compared the two distributions with the methodology used in Paper I which sets the reported upper limit on the scattering time for each source to be the 1σ confidence interval of a normal probability density distribution. A cumulative distribution function for a mixture distribution of the repeater scattering timescales was generated by adding the probability density distributions for all sources. This cumulative distribution function was then compared with measured scattering times for the non-repeaters using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. We found that we cannot rule out the possibility of the two samples being drawn from the same parent distribution. We will repeat this analysis once a larger sample of repeater bursts with statistically significant measurements of scattering timescales is obtained.
Paper I noted a statistically marginal, negative correlation between peak FRB flux and width based on the repeating FRB sample published therein. We repeated this analysis, combining measurements presented in Table 2 of the present work to the sample published in Paper I. We found no evidence for correlation between peak fluxes and widths from this enlarged sample. However, as in Paper I, we note that various sources of selection bias have not yet been quantified, and future analyses of such correlations may still be worthwhile.
The 190213 detection of Source 3 at ∼ 1 ms time resolution consists of two sub-bursts, separated by ∼ 19 ms without an apparent "bridge" in emission in time or frequency -similar to the 181019 detection of Source 1 in Paper I. Whether a detection like this constitutes one burst comprised of two sub-bursts or two separate bursts remains to be seen; the interpretation is likely model-dependent.
In Table 2 , we reported new measurements of sub-burst linear drift rates. However, in contrast to Paper I, where almost half of bursts showed visible drift, only five of the bursts discussed in this work have significant drift rates. The difference is most likely due to more bursts in the present sample having lower S/N than in Paper I, thus making significant detection of drifting sub-bursts more difficult. The measured linear drift rates appear to be drawn from a similar distribution as in Paper I, and the notion that repeating sources of FRBs exhibit drifting sub-bursts with linear drift rates of order few to tens of MHz/ms in the 400-800 MHz band remains valid. The apparent differences in drift rate uncertainties reported here and in Paper I are due to i.) a non-linear relation between the measured rotation θ of a two-dimensional Gaussian and the drift rate df/dt = 1/ tan(−θ), leading to measurements of higher drift rates being more uncertain and ii.) the drift rate uncertainties were determined after marginalising over DM, with the DM uncertainties of the bursts for which we measure drift rate here all being only 0.2-0.3 pc cm −3 .
As CHIME/FRB total-intensity data have relatively coarse time resolution, it is possible that apparently simple bursts would show substructure and measurable drift if examined at higher time resolution. This circumstance has been seen in bursts from FRB 121102 (Hessels et al. 2019) . In addition, the emission mechanism and/or local environments likely introduce burst-to-burst fluctuations to the observed morphology.
As with the sources in Paper I, we found that all bursts in this present sample of repeating sources possess small emission bandwidths of 100-200 MHz, similar to behavior seen in FRB 121102 (Gourdji et al. 2019) , whereas a large fraction of non-repeating FRBs span the full CHIME band. Given the large sample of repeat bursts obtained with CHIME/FRB, detected over a wide range of beam positions, it is likely that these small emission bandwidths reflect real, intrinsic differences in emission mechanisms and/or local environments between repeating and non-repeating FRB sources. However, a robust statistical analysis of spectral features requires a sample of thus far non-repeating FRBs larger than that considered in Paper I.
Implications of RM Values
Using CHIME/FRB baseband data, we measured RM values from two new repeating sources. These results are summarised in Table 3 , along with with a previous RM detection from a different CHIME/FRB repeater (Paper I; see Table 3 ). RM values reported are those derived from the Stokes QU-fitting method, which were found to give marginally higher linear polarization fractions after derotation. We did not apply any redshift corrections to the values presented in Table 3 as their redshifts are not currently known, and the RM contributions from local environments are not constrained.
We also computed the RM contributions from the Milky Way foreground (RM MW ), which are provided in Table 3 . We used two methods to determine the Galactic contribution to RM: i) the constructed RM foreground map of , previously applied in Paper I; and ii) the first Faraday moment of diffuse, polarized emission obtained from the Global Magneto-Ionic Medium Survey (GMIMS) (Dickey et al. 2019 ). The first moment is the mean of the Faraday spectrum, weighted by polarized intensity. Along most high-latitude sightlines the Faraday spectrum is simple, and the first moment is equivalent to the peak Faraday depth. Departures from this scenario arise when polarized emission is Faraday rotated by different amounts. Such departures are commonly observed in diffuse, polarized emission from the Galactic foreground, where its extended nature leads to variable levels of Faraday rotation as a function of line-of-site distance. Cases such as this display complex structure of the polarized emission in Faraday depth and can even appear as multiple peaks, preventing an accurate RM MW value from being inferred. This does not appear to be a problem here, with all repeater directions yielding relatively simple Faraday spectra, as is also the case for FRB 121102 (Michilli et al. 2018 ).
Significant differences can be seen between certain RM MW values when using the two methods. Notably, FRB180916's position near the Galactic midplane likely complicates the interpretation of the first Faraday moment from GMIMS. This discrepancy occurs because sightlines at lower latitudes probe a greater extent of the Galactic foreground emission. In low-latitude cases such as this, the first Faraday moment of the emission is unlikely to be an accurate proxy for RM MW . In fact, even idealized scenarios with minimal path length through the foreground and no magnetic field reversals can still produce systematic bias between the first Faraday moment of diffuse, polarized emission and the true RM MW value (Ordog et al. 2019) . A larger sample of extragalactic polarized sources, including FRBs, will be helpful in identifying well behaved regions of the sky where diffuse, polarized emission can be leveraged to better subtract the foreground RM contribution.
Regardless of the method used for subtracting the RM contribution of the Galactic foreground, a considerable gap (> 10 5 rad m −2 ) exists between RM values obtained for repeating sources observed by CHIME/FRBwith those associated with bursts from FRB121102. It is possible that depolarization arising from intrachannel Faraday rotation greatly reduces sensitivity to polarized signal with extreme RMs, effectively preventing detection. At the native channelization of CHIME baseband data, sensitivity to polarized signal drops significantly for RMs beyond ∼ 10 3 rad m −2 , with the exact value depending on the specifics of the burst spectrum. However, even after accounting for this possibility, repeater RMs discovered with CHIME appear rather modest compared to the effective range over which RM detections are possible. At the very least, these results demonstrate that RM is not a perfect discriminant between repeating and (apparently) non-repeating sources and further highlight the distinct nature of FRB 121102.
In addition to RM, polarization fraction (both linear and circular) and the polarization position angle (PA) across the burst phase offer additional diagnostic information for informing FRB emission models (see Paper I for details). The flat PA curves for Sources 2 and 6 shown in Figure 4 are consistent with those of FRB 180916.J0158+65 (Paper I) and FRB 121102 Michilli et al. 2018; Gajjar et al. 2018; Hessels et al. 2019 ); yet this does not appear to be a common feature of all FRB sources with FRB 110523 displaying evidence for PA variation across the burst duration (Masui et al. 2015) . The significance of this burst being from a thus far non-repeating source remains to be seen and encourages future polarized FRB observations.
The nearly ∼ 100% linear fraction polarization of Source 2 and the much lower > 20% of Source 6 are largely consistent with the level of heterogeneity expected from the published sample. However, we urge caution when interpreting the fractional polarizations of Source 6 as significant instrumental effects lead to substantial mixing of the Stokes parameters, yielding misleading linear and circular polarization fractions. However, these polarized instrumental effects are highly dependent on position in the primary beam of the telescope and for Source 2 appear to be sub-dominant. Nonetheless, analysis techniques for correcting the differential polarized response across the primary beam are currently in development and will be reported elsewhere.
The combined polarization information of these new repeating FRB sources will likely motivate revision of existing FRB emission models, many of which use polarization properties of FRB 121102 as key information in their initial construction. An example of such a case is the young magnetar model of Margalit & Metzger (2018) , which posits a dense, ionized nebula around a central engine giving rise to the high RM observed in FRB 121102. A variant of this model ) has since been developed and found to be consistent with burst properties reported for the initial batch of CHIME repeaters (see Paper I). Moreover, this model allows for a range of RM values, dependent on the age of the magnetar and the specifics of its formation channel ). According to this scenario, the RM should decay monotonically with time (Piro & Gaensler 2018) giving rise to a trend of younger, more active sources with higher RMs and older, less active sources with lower RMs. The fact that CHIME seems to preferentially observe repeaters with relatively low RM values is at odds with this prediction but can possibly be explained by invoking a concomitant evolution of the peak flux frequency as a function of age, such that CHIME/FRB tends to detect older repeating sources (Kumar et al. 2017; Metzger et al. 2019) . The detection of only one burst from FRB121102 in the CHIME band supports this assertion, but a much larger sample of repeater RMs over a wide range of bandwidths will be needed to make any robust claims.
Alternatively, it is also possible that FRB 121102's large RM is not from an associated nebula but from highly magnetized environment commonly found in dense, star-forming regions and/or around massive accreting black holes (see discussion in Michilli et al. 2018) , as in the case of the Galactic-center magnetar (Desvignes et al. 2018) . In this framework, the circumstance of FRB 121102 residing in such environments can be due purely to chance, or is perhaps a reflection of the precursor's preference for these environments. In either case, the observed RM is independent of the central FRB engine driving emission and therefore not directly correlated with properties relating to its emission. This interpretation can be tested in the future with a much larger RM sample combined with interferometric localization and multi-wavelength observations capable of probing the local environment.
In addition, multi-epoch observations of newly discovered repeaters may provide evidence for secular evolution of the RM similar to that seen for FRB 121102 (Michilli et al. 2018; Gajjar et al. 2018) . The existence of such a trend would be difficult to reconcile in this framework and would more strongly support emission models that explicitly link evolution of local environment with the FRB engine itself.
Repetition Rates
We calculated the repetition rates of these repeaters and compared them to the limits on single bursts observed by the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP; Shannon et al. 2018) . Note that a repeat burst was found from FRB 171019, one of the sources from Shannon et al. (2018) , in follow up observations at 820 MHz with the Green Bank Telescope (Kumar et al. 2019) . In order to compare the repetition rates across different fluence limits, we scale the observed rates (based on the detections and exposure in Table 1 ) by S 1.5 where S is the fluence sensitivity (also specified in Table 1 ) and the exponent of 1.5 reflects an assumed Euclidean spatial distrbution of sources. We calculated the rates for upper and lower transits separately for sources that are circumpolar in the CHIME/FRB field of view. Figure 8 shows the observed and scaled rates of repetition for repeaters from Paper I, this work, and from Kumar et al. (2019) as well as scaled upper limits on repetition rates for the single bursts reported by Shannon et al. (2018) . We found that most of the repetition rates for repeaters are at or lower than the 1-σ upper limits from the ASKAP observations. The scaled repetition rate of Source 5 is marginally higher than most of the upper limits from ASKAP observations.
Multi-wavelength Follow-up
We checked for any catalogued ionized regions (Anderson et al. 2014; Green 2019) or star-forming regions (Avedisova 2002; Rice et al. 2016) within the Milky Way galaxy that are coincident with the localization areas of the 9 new repeaters presented in Table 1 , and found none. We also estimated the maximum redshift (z max ) limit for all FRBs to identify plausible galaxy candidates. To estimate the Milky Way (MW) contribution to the observed DMs, we considered the smaller of NE2001 (Cordes & Lazio 2002) and YMW16 models' (Yao et al. 2017) predicted Galactic DM values, and added a MW halo contribution of 50 pc cm −3 (Prochaska & Zheng 2019) . We then subtracted this value from the observed DMs to estimate the extragalactic DM contribution. These excess DMs were converted to z max by using the DM-redshift relation: DM ex ≈ 900z (Zhang 2018b) . These redshift estimates are approximate upper limits as we did not account for the DM of the host galaxy. Using these z max values, we searched various catalogues of nearby galaxy clusters (Abell et al. 1989; Böhringer et al. 2000; Wen et al. 2017; Hao et al. 2010) and found none within the localization regions of the FRBs.
As our repeating FRBs have poor localization and large estimated z max , the chance coincidence probability of finding even a massive star-forming galaxy is large. This circumstance remains true for Source 4 despite possessing the lowest DM excess among our repeating FRB sample, DM ex ≈ 115 pc cm −3 . However, the largest RM excess in our sample, |RM ex | ≈ 490 rad m −2 for Source 6, likely suggests considerable host DM contribution and, hence, a nearby host galaxy. This fact prompted us to look for plausible host galaxy candidates around Source 6, which has the second lowest extragalactic DM among Sources 1-9 (DM ex ≈ 140 pc cm −3 ). We estimated z max ≈ 0.16 for Source 6 and found a pair of face-on star-forming merging galaxies, SDSS J135159.17+480729.0 and SDSS J135159.87+480714.2, at spectroscopic redshift = 0.064 (Alam et al. 2015) ; these galaxies Figure 8 . Repetition rates of repeaters and upper limits for single bursts from ASKAP (gray lines; Shannon et al. 2018) . Observed rates are denoted as black circles, while rates scaled by fluence sensitivity are shown as red triangles. Repeaters from Paper I are labelled "P1". Repeaters from Table 1 are labelled as "Sx". The repetition rate for FRB 171019 is calculated from the GBT 820 MHz observations (Kumar et al. 2019) . The rates (red triangles) and upper limits are scaled to a fluence limit of 1 Jy-ms using a scaling of S 1.5 where S is the sensitivity of the search. The "U" and "L" suffixes for CHIME/FRB-detected repeaters denote the rates calculated from number of detections, exposure and sensitivity in the upper and lower transits, respectively, for circumpolar sources. 1-σ error bars are shown assuming a Poisson distribution.
possess the lowest z max among the catalogued galaxies within the localization region of Source 6, and either one can easily account for the observed excess DM. Using the luminosity function of massive galaxies from Faber et al. (2007) , we estimate the density of galaxies with M B < −20 to be ∼ 0.0015 Mpc −3 . By assuming a pair merger fraction = 0.01 (Bell et al. 2006) , we estimated the probability of finding a pair of massive merging galaxies by chance to be < 5% within the Source 6 containment region for z max = 0.16. Therefore, we consider these galaxies to be interesting candidates for the host of Source 6.
5. CONCLUSIONS We have reported on the discovery of nine new repeating FRB sources from CHIME/FRB. Multiple bursts from these nine sources were collected during a ∼1 yr period of telescope operation, and display complex spectro-temporal behavior similar to previously reported repeating FRB sources (e.g., Paper I, Hessels et al. 2019) . We found that the statistical properties of the data set presented in this work confirm the findings of Paper I: the DM distributions of repeating and thus far nonrepeating CHIME/FRB sources are indistinguishable, while the distributions of temporal widths between the same populations are statistically different at the 4σ level, with the repeating-source population producing larger widths. As first discussed in Paper I, this observation likely indicates intrinsic differences between emission mechanisms and/or environments local to the sources that produce repeating and thus far non-repeating bursts. Future studies of these properties from the ∼700 bursts observed by CHIME/FRB will place stronger constraints on these statistical differences and are forthcoming.
Analysis of baseband data acquired for two of these sources yielded significant estimates of Faraday rotation, with RM = −20(1) rad m −2 for Source 2 and RM = −499.8(7) rad m −2 for Source 6. The large RM difference between bursts associated with FRB 121102 and those reported here further indicates a uniqueness in the local magnetized environment of FRB 121102. Furthermore, the relatively modest RMs discovered with CHIME/FRB do not yet indicate clear differences with the non-repeating sample. This suggests that RM is perhaps a poor discriminant for repeating and thus far non-repeating FRB sources, but any robust statistical claim requires a larger sample. When comparing to expected Galactic contributions, the low excess DM and large excess RM for Source 6 are suggestive a potentially nearby host galaxy with possible star formation; we searched for candidates and identified a pair of merging galaxies at redshift z = 0.064 as a tentative candidate host galaxy. A more precise localization of Source 6 is needed to confirm or exclude this tentative hypothesis.
To date, CHIME/FRB has discovered a total of 18 repeating FRB sources (see CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2019b, Paper I and this work) out the 20 currently known, with two other repeating sources found using the Arecibo Observatory ) and ASKAP (Kumar et al. 2019) . Each source presents an opportunity for arcsecond localization with large telescope arrays and, once achieved, multi-wavelength studies of the host galaxy and any associated intra-galactic environment. Indeed, interferometric follow-up of several CHIME/FRB repeating sources are underway with the realfast backend at the VLA (Law et al. 2018 ) and the European VLBI Network (EVN; Marcote et al. 2017) ; the EVN recently localized FRB 180916.J0158+65, discovered by CHIME/FRB (Paper I), with mas precision to a star-forming region in a nearby massive spiral galaxy (Marcote et al. 2020) . We encourage additional community involvement, both in localizing these sources and targeting localized sources for constraining emission and activity across the electromagnetic spectrum. We then determined the selection criteria to use, such that our repeaters have a chance coincidence probability (p CC ) of ∼1 in 100 simulations. We found: i) given a localization uncertainty of ∼20', the DM tolerance has to be ∆DM < 2.0 pc cm −3 , and ii) given a DM tolerance of 10.0 pc cm −3 , the spatial localization has to be ∆R.A. cos(Dec.) < 0.1 deg, ∆Dec. < 0.1 deg. These criteria were found before looking at the properties of the repeating FRB candidates.
We note, however, that the probability distribution was smoothed in both declination and DM, and assumed to be uniform in R.A. Any clustering or non-uniformity at scales smaller than the smoothing scales would increase the p CC . Additionally, the results of our simulations imply that all future repeating CHIME/FRB candidates must have extremely spatially well-localized bursts to keep our chance coincidence probabilities low. A source with minimal spatial uncertainties would also allow for more DM evolution across the bursts, which has been seen in FRB 121102 at the ∼1% level (Hessels et al. 2019; Josephy et al. 2019) .
A.2. Individual Probabilities
The above simulations do not identify which bursts might be misidentified as repeaters. If p is the probability of detecting a burst in the (∆DM, ∆R.A. cos(Dec.), ∆Dec.) neighborhood of a known burst, the probability that one of the n subsequent bursts will be in the same bin by coincidence is 1 − (1 − p) n . Since these repeaters are identified from a population of N ≈ 700 FRBs, we use a trials factor of 700 to calculate the final coincidence probabilities.
Here, we considered only the repeaters with two detected bursts, since the chance coincidence probabilities for three or more bursts occurring within the same phase-space bin are negligible for our current sample size. We started with the probability distribution above, normalised over the full sky and DM range. Table 4 specifies the candidate repeaters with two bursts and the range of ∆DM, ∆R.A. cos(Dec.), and ∆Dec. for the detected bursts. For Sources 1 and 2, the trials-adjusted chance coincidence probability (N p CC ) remains below the 0.1% level, indicating robust association of repeat bursts despite the large CHIME/FRB sample. However, N p CC = 10% for Source 8, which 190208.J1855+46 0.5 0.5 1 101 7.4 × 10 −6 5 × 10 −3 2 190604.J1435+53 0.5 0.5 1 5 3.7 × 10 −7 3 × 10 −4 8 190212.J02+20 2.2 0.5 1 137 1.5 × 10 −4 0.1 a As defined in Table 1 . b Maximum of beam radius (0.5 • ) or R.A. spread of the bursts (as denoted in Figure 1 ). c Maximum of beam radius (0.5 • ) or Dec. spread of the bursts. The beam area is calculated as π∆R.A. cos(Dec.) × ∆Dec. d Maximum of 1 pc cm −3 or DM spread of the bursts. e Number of FRBs detected in the interval between the two bursts.
makes this association statistically less significant. Future detections of bursts from Source 8 will confirm its status as a repeater.
B. EXPOSURE ESTIMATION The timeline of the exposure of the CHIME/FRB system to each of the sources presented in this work is plotted in Figure 10 . The exposure is calculated for the transit of each source across the FWHM region of the synthesized beams at 600 MHz and includes transits in the interval from 2018 August 28 to 2019 September 30. We excised transits from the reported exposure for which the RMS noise (shown in Figure 10 ) was different by more than one standard deviation from the mean RMS noise in the above-mentioned interval. The fraction of excised transits averaged about 5% for each source.
The reported exposures only include intervals in each transit for which the detection pipeline was fully operational. The reduction in daily exposure for Sources 1 and 6 for a period of several months can thus be attributed to the failure of the computing node designated to process data for one of the four synthesised beams through which these sources transit. Sources 3 and 4 have declinations greater than +70 • thereby allowing both upper and lower transits to be observable with the CHIME/FRB system. However, there were no bursts detected during the lower transit of either of these sources. Source 3 is particularly interesting since a significant fraction of its 90% confidence localization region is located between the FWHM regions of two synthesized beams during the upper transit (see Figure  1 ). Therefore, for this source, all allowed sky locations which transit between the two beams have zero exposure. This circumstance results in an average exposure for Source 3 over the entire positional uncertainty region of 55 ± 52 hours, despite its high declination. The increase in exposure time from its typical value for some of the days is due to the occurrence of two transits in the same solar day caused by the length of a solar and a sidereal day being slightly different. The RMS noise is estimated using pulsars detected by CHIME/FRB for each sidereal day for which the telescope was operating with the same gain calibration. The RMS noise for each pulsar is measured relative to the median over all days the pulsar was detected with the weighted average of measurements from several pulsars (the number of which is denoted by the marker colors) plotted here.
